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ABSTRACT person/object when it moves in different views. This is known
Distributed surveillance systems are nowadays widely adopted as "the consistent labeling problem" and it has been studied
to monitor large areas for security purposes. In this paper, we independently by the adopted tracking method. Three differ-
present a complete multicamera system designed for people ent approaches are clearly identifiable in the literature. The
tracking from multiple partially overlapped views and capable former bases the matching essentially on the color of the ob-
of inferring and detecting abnormal people trajectories. De- jects [6]. Although these techniques are error-prone, due to
tection and tracking are performed by means of background the strict dependency on the environmental condition, are the
suppression and an appearance-based probabilistic approach. only feasible when the cameras' fields of view do not overlap.
Objects' label ambiguities are geometrically solved and the The second class of approaches exploits geometrical informa-
concept of "normality" is learned from data using a robust tion only to solve label ambiguities. Exploiting calibration,
statistical model based on Von Mises distributions. Abnormal the relationship between overlapped cameras can be easily
trajectories are detected using a first-order Bayesian network modelled in the 3D space and warping techniques can be ap-
and, for each abnormal event, the appearance of the subject plied with high accuracy [7]. Conversely, a fully uncalibrated
from each view is logged. Experiments demonstrate that our approach, based on the image projections of overlapped cam-
system can process with real-time performance up to three eras' field of view lines, has been initially proposed by Khan
cameras simultaneously in an unsupervised setup and under and Shah in [8]. The latter class combines information about
varying environmental conditions. the geometry with information provided by the visual appear-
ance. Different techniques are adopted to fuse information,
Index Terms- One, two, three, four, five based on probabilistic information fusion [9] or on Bayesian
Belief Networks (BBN) [10].
1. INTRODUCTION Finally, several papers (e.g. [11]) have been proposed for
trajectory classification, but none of them is based on model-
It is undoubted that distributed video surveillance is a hot ing abnormal paths.
topic of research. Finding a way to efficiently exploit the hun-
dreds of cameras installed in our cities is a must in order to
reduce the required "human effort" necessary to monitor such 2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
huge number of cameras and to automatically extract useful
information from them. Computer vision can help in accom- The presented system is a complex set of modules depicted
plishing to this difficult task. in the scheme of Fig. 1. The main scope of this paper is to
Having distributed cameras, the first key task is to detect report the overview of the whole system and briefly describe
and track moving objects (especially people) in each camera. each single module. Readers interested to more details on
Computer vision approaches for people detection and track- these modules can refer to the cited papers.
ing have been deeply studied in the last decade. Indoor and The acquisition platform is composed of several cameras,
outdoor applications for video surveillance have been devel- both fixed and PTZ. Each of the modules connected with a
oped both in research projects (such as Pfinder [1], VSAM [2] fixed camera segments and tracks moving people.
or W4 [3]) and, more recently, in commercial systems. More- Moving people segmentation is achieved by using the back-
over, since in real scenarios the scene is cluttered and com- ground suppression approach called SAKBOT (Statistical And
plex, occlusions and people overlaps suggested the adoption Knowledge-Based Object Tracker) presented in [12]. Proper
of probabilistic techniques to allow robust tracking of the per- techniques for background bootstrapping, ghost suppression,
son's position [4, 5]. and object validation have also been introduced to improve
Once people are tracked on each camera, it can be con- the accuracy of the segmentation in cluttered outdoor setup
venient to try to have consistent labels/identities of the same (see Section 3).
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the outdoor surveillance system developed at
Imagelab.
Fig. 2. Example of people logging.
Moving objects detected by SAKBOT are then classified
in person or not-person according with their geometrical shape frame It, is performed and the number of still pixels are ac-
and size (scaled taking into account their position on the ground counted as the block's weight. The background is then selec-
plane) and then tracked in each single view by means of an tively updated by including all the blocks composed by more
appearance-based algorithm [13] (see Section 3). than 95% of still pixels and the initialization process halts
As shown in Fig. 1, the outputs of each camera module when the whole background image BG is filled with "stable"
are processed by the Bayesian-competitive consistent label- blocks.
ing module. This module aims at assigning the same label to After the bootstrapping stage, the background model is
the different instances of the same person viewed by different updated using a selective temporal median. A fixed k-sized
cameras with overlapped fields of view (see Section 4). circular buffer is used to collect values of each pixel over
The global label assignment assured by the consistent la- time. In addition to the k values, the current background
beling is the fundamental step for the subsequent, higher-level model BGt (i, j) is sampled and added to the buffer to ac-
tasks shown in Fig. 1. For instance, the information provided count for the last reliable background information available.
by the multi-camera tracking system can be further analyzed These n = k + 1 values are then ordered according to their
to detect anomalous people paths in the scene. This task is gray-level intensity, and the median value is used as an esti-
accomplished by learning the concept of "normality" model- mate for the current background model.
ing statistically the paths recurrence as a composition of Von The difference between the current image It and the back-
Mises probability density functions (see Section 5). For each ground model BG is computed and then binarized using two
anomalous detected event is then possible to store multiple different local and pixel-varying thresholds: a low threshold
snapshots from multiple viewpoints of the involved person Tiow to filter out the noisy pixel extracted due to small inten-
that can be used for successive retrieval of information (see sity variations; a high threshold Thigh to identify the pixels
Fig. 2). where a large intensity variation occurs:
3. MOTION DETECTION AND TRACKING T2 2(i,j) A (bk±l - b±l) (1)
The adopted motion detection algorithm is specifically design Thigh(ij) A (bk+1±h - bk+lh) (2)
to ensure a robust and reliable background estimation even in where bp be the value at position p inside the ordered circular
complex outdoor scenarios. It is a modification of the SAK- buffer b of pixel (i, j) and A, I and h are fixed scalar values.We
BOT system [12], that increases the robustness in outdoor un- experimentally set A = 7, 1 = 2 and h = 4, for a buffer of
controlled environment. The SAKBOT background model is n = 9 values. The final binarized motion mask Mt is obtained
a temporal median model with a selective knowledge-based as composition of the two binarized motion masks computed
update stage. Suitable modification to the background ini- respectively using the low and the high thresholds: a pixel
tialization, motion detection and object validation have been is marked as foreground in Mt if it is presented in the low-
developed. The initial background model at time t, BG, is ini- thresholded binarized mask AND it is spatially connected to
tialized subdividing the input image I in 16 x 16 size blocks, at least one pixel present in the high-thresholded binarized
For each block, a single difference over time, with the input mask.
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Finally, the list MVOt of moving objects at time t is overlapping regions among field of views, ground-plane ho-
extracted from Mt. Objects are then validated using jointly mographies and the epipole location for pairwise overlapping
color, shape and gradient information to remove artifacts and cameras are computed. The consistent labeling problem is
objects due to small background variations and invalid ob- then solved on-line whenever a new object T appears in the
jects are directly injected in the background model (see [14] field of view of a given camera C1, where superscript indi-
for further details). Shadows detection is also performed in cates the camera ID. The multi-camera system must check
the HSV color space [15]. Shadow objects are then discarded whether T corresponds to a completely new object or to one
and do not concur to the background model update stage. which is already present in the FOV of other cameras. More-
One of the problem of selective background updating is over, the system should deal with groups and identify the ob-
the possible creation of ghosts. The approach used to detect jects composing them. The presented approach has the ad-
and remove ghosts is similar to that used for background ini- vantage of coping with labeling errors and partial occlusions
tialization, but at region level instead of pixel level. All the whenever the involved objects are present in at least one over-
validated objects are used to build an image called At (i, j) lapped view. Using the vertical objects' inertial axis as dis-
that accounts for the number of times that a pixel is detected criminant feature can also help to disambiguate the group of
as stopped by the single difference. people detected as a single blob exploiting the information on
A valid object MVOh is classified as ghost if: an overlapped views.
EAt(i~') When many objects are present in the scene and manyZ A%(i,i) cameras are involved, the exhaustive search may be compu-(ij) c:MVOh
> Tghost (3) tationally expensive. Thus, the subset of K potential match-
Nt ing objects satisfying the camera topology constraints are ef-
where Tghost is the threshold on the percentage of points of ficiently extracted by means of a graph model (called Camera
the MVOh stopped for sufficient time. Transition Graph). These K objects are combined to form
The objects detected as moving and validated as people the hypothesis space F that contains all the (2K - 1) possi-Theobjctdeect v l te aspeole ble mathn yotheses, with both single object and groups.are then tracked in each single view by means of an appearance- A matching hypisedto fingle ost and hy-based algorithm. The algorithm uses a classical predict-update A MAP estimator is adopted to find the most probable hy-
approach. It takes into account not only the status vector con- pothesis 3'j C F being:
taining position and speed, but also the memory appearance i argmax(p(yk T)) argmax(p(T '7k) p(Y)) (4)
model and the probabilistic mask of the shape [13]. The for- k k
mer, also called dynamic template in [3], is the adaptive up- To evaluate the maximum posteriori the prior of each hypoth-
date of each pixel in the color space. The latter is a mask esis '7k and the likelihood of the new object T given the hy-
whose values in the range between 0 and 1 can be viewed as pothesis must be computed. The prior of a given hypothe-
the probability for that pixel to belong to that object. These sis '7k is not computed by means of a specific pdf, but it is
models are used to define a MAP (Maximum A Posteriori) heuristically evaluated by assigning a value proportional to
classifier that searches the most probable position of each a score ,k. The score ork accounts for the distance between
person in the scene. The tracking algorithm includes a spe- objects calculated after the homographic warping. A hypoth-
cific module for coping with large and long-lasting occlu- esis consisting of a single object will then gain higher prior
sions. The occlusion handling is very robust and has been if the warped lower support point (i.e. the point of the object
tested in many applications. It can keep the shape of the that contacts with the ground plane) lp is far enough from the
tracked objects very precisely and has been exploited for both other objects' support points. On the other hand, a hypothe-
outdoor and indoor video-surveillance and in different appli- sis consisting of two or more objects (i.e., a possible group)
cations such as people posture classification [16]. will gain higher prior if the objects that compose the hypoth-
esis are close to each other after the warping, and, at the same
4. BAYESIAN-COMPETITIVE CONSISTENT time, the whole group is far from other objects.
LABELING Let us suppose the new object T appears on camera C1.
The lp of each of the K objects in C2 is warped to the im-
Acquiring data from multiple video streams lead to the prob- age plane of C1. Likelihood is then computed by testing the
lem of mantaining the person identity consistent among cam- fitness of each hypothesis against current evidence. The main
eras. This problem is solved adopting a geometric approach goal is to distinguish between single hypothesis, group hy-
that exploits cameras' FoV relations and constraints to impose potheses and possible segmentation errors exploiting only ge-
identities' consistency that we called HECOL (Homography ometrical properties in order to avoid the uncertainties due to
and Epipolar-based COnsistent Labeling). In detail, when color variation and adopting the vertical axis of the object as
cameras partially overlap, the shared portion of the scene is an invariant feature.
analyzed and people identities are matched geometrically. Af- The axis of the object T can be warped correctly only with
ter an initial unsupervised and automatic training phase the the homography matrix and the knowledge of epipolar con-
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straints among cameras. To obtain the correct axis inclination sis:
the vertical vanishing point (computed by a robust technique Sf = max ((OT-T2)- min ((OT-n) (6)
as described in [17]) is then used as shown in Figure 3. The TmG-k TrC Yk
lower support point Ip of T is projected on camera C2 by us- The use of the normalizing factor K (i.e. the number of
ing the homography matrix. The corresponding point on the potential matching objects on C2) weighs each hypothesis ac-
image plane of camera C2 is denoted as a, = Hlp, where H cording to the presence or absence of objects in the whole
is the homography matrix from C1 to C2. The warped axis scene.
will lie on a straight line passing through vp2 and a, (Fig. Backward contribution is computed similarly from the hy-
3(d)). The ending point of the warped axis is computed by potheses space to the observed object:
using the upper support point up that is the middle point of E (PT -T
the upper side of the object's bounding box. Since this point TmC k Sb(7)
does not lie on the ground plane, its projection on the image K b
of camera C2 does not correspond to the actual upper sup- where Sb is defined as:
port point; however, the projected point lies on the epipolar
line. Consequently, the axis' ending point a2 is obtained as Sb = max (OTmIT)- min ((T1 IT) (8)
the intersection between the epipolar line (e2, Hup) and line T, G Y-k Tr,hC.
(vp2, Hlp) passing through the axis. At the end, the likelihood is defined as the maximum value
Based on geometrical constraints, the warped axis (al, a2) between forward and backward contribution. The use of the
of T in the image plane of C2 is univocally identified but its maximum value ensures that the contribution where the ex-
computation is not error free. In order to improve the robust- traction of support points is generally more accurate and suit-
ness to computation errors, we account also for the dual pro- able for the matching will be used. The effectiveness of the
cess that can be performed for each of the K potential match- double backward/forward contribution is evident in the full
ing objects: the axis of the object in C2 is warped on the characterization of groups of people. The forward contribu-
segment (a,, a2) on camera C1. tion helps to solve the situations when a group of objects is al-
The measure of axis correspondence is not merely the dis- ready inside the scene while the group's components appear
tance between axes (al, a2) and (ip, up); it is defined as the one at a time in another camera. On the contrary the back-
number of matching pixels between the warped axis and the ward component is useful when two people appear in a new
foreground blob of the target object. This makes it easier to camera detected as a single blob. The group disambiguation
define a normalised value for quantifying the matching. Ac- can be solved by exploiting the fact that in the other camera
cordingly, the fitness measure (0Tar Tb from the object Ta in a the two objects are detected as separated. Backward contribu-
generic camera Ci to Tb in a generic camera Ci is defined as tion is also useful to solve the case of segmentation errors, in
the number of pixels resulting from the intersection between which a person has been erroneously extracted by the object
the warped axis and the foreground blob of Tb normalized by detection system as two separate objects, but a full view of
the length (in pixels) of the warped axis itself. The reversed the person exists from the past in an overlapped camera. The
fitness measure fTbTa is computed similarly by reverting the results reported in Section 6 will demonstrate this.
warping order. In the ideal case of correspondence between When more than two cameras overlap simultaneously it
Ta and Tb, TaIb = TbITa = 1. However, in the case of er- is possible to take into account more information than in the
rors in the lp and up computation, the warped axis could fall pairwise case. To account for this situation the proposed ap-
partially outside of the foreground blob, lowering the fitness proach is suitably modified by adding an additional step that
measure. selects the best assignment from all the possible hypothe-
In the likelihood definition we refer to forward contribu- ses coming from each camera. In details, when a detection
tion when the fitness is calculated from the image plane in event occurs on C1, for each camera Ci overlapped with
which the new object appears (camera Cl) to the image plane C1 the best local assignment hypothesis is chosen using the
of the considered hypothesis (camera C2). Thus, generalizing maximum-a-posteriori framework. A second MAP estimator
for hypotheses containing more than one object (group hy- detects the most probable among these hypotheses. In com-
potheses), forward axis correspondence can be evaluated by plex scenes more hypotheses could have similar a-posteriori
computing the fitness of the new object T with all the objects probability but it may exist a particular view where the hy-
composing the given hypothesis -yk for camera C2: pothesis assignment is easier. The second MAP stage has the
purpose to choose this view; this can be easily done using the
Z
-)rT-m. previously computed posteriors and Bayes rule:
fPforwrd (T 7k) = K. Sf (5) p (Ci T) OC p (T Ci) =rmarp ('7k T) (9)
Sfmeasures the maximum range of variability of the for- The camera posterior is evaluated for each camera Ci that
ward fitness measure of the objects inside the given hypothe- overlaps with C1 assuming that all the views of overlapped
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Fig. 3. Example of exploiting vanishing point and epipolar geometry to warp the axis of the object T to the image plane of camera C1.
cameras are equally probable. Eventually, the label is as- and represents the normalization factor. The parameters 00
signed to the new object according to the winning hypothesis and m represent, respectively, the mean and the precision (in-
on the winning camera. If the chosen hypothesis identifies a verse of the variance) of the distribution.
group, all the labels of objects composing the group are as- Von Mises distribution has the limit to be unimodal, de-
signed as identifiers. scribing, in our case, the main direction 00 of a path and the
associated range of variability by means of the precision m.
5. PEOPLE PATH CLASSIFICATION We model the class of "normal" learned behavior as a com-
position of K Von Mises distributions to account for different
After the label disambiguation process, the tracking output main directions and to filter out outliers by means of cluster-
can be exploited for further high-level reasoning on people ing. Therefore, clustering is required to compute in a proba-
behavior. In particular paths can be analyzed to detect when- bilistic way the best K representatives of such a composition,
ever anomalous events occur in the system. People paths are i.e. the K main possible directions of the "normal" path. Von
extracted directly from the multi-camera tracking system and Mises parameters are learned using a maximum likelyhood
homographically projected onto the ground plane. Each path estimator under the hypothesis that the directions composing
is modeled as a sequence of directions computed as the angle a path are i.i.d. Knowledge of the concept of normality is built
between two consecutive points. Due to this approximation considering all the observed path over time and clustering to-
of the direction, we applied a running average filter of fixed gether similar distribution. Clustering the paths modeled by
size to smooth the segmentation errors and discretization ef- parameters of Von Mises distributions can not be done using
fects on the direction computation. Each of these paths is then Euclidean distance in the parameter space for this reason, it
modeled with a Von Mises distribution [18] [19]. This distri- is more correct to use Bhattacharyya distance to compare two
bution is also called "circular normal" since it is equivalent to distributions [20]. Let p (0) and q (0) be two distributions on
a Gaussian/normal distribution but applied to a periodic vari- a variable 0, then we can compute the quantity:
able. In fact, standard Gaussian distributions are not suitable
for periodic variable, such as the direction. Treating periodic ±°°
variable by setting a value as origin and then applying tra- Q(p, q) f p(0)q(0)dO (12)
ditional Gaussian distribution will bring to results that were -_O
strongly dependent on the arbitrary choice of the origin. Con-
versely, Von Mises distribution is independent on the origin, The Bhattacharyya distance can be compute by either B
being "circularly defined". -In Q or B = QI. Since the first expression is not ac-
In our case, the periodic variable is the direction 0 which tually a distance (hence called similarity more properly), i.e.
has a period of 27. Thus, the Von Mises distribution for the does not satisfy the triangular inequality, the second expres-
direction 0 is defined as: sion is preferred. A closed form of the Bhattacharyya dis-
1 tance for Von Mises distribution has been proposed in [21].
p (OOo, m) -2 (n) cos(OOo) (10) By defining two Von Mises distributions p (0) and q (0) as:
where 1o is the modified zero-order Bessel function of the first p (0) = p (0 00,1, mi) 1 ml COS(O-00.l)
kind, defined as: 21 i1 o(-oiIlm)2 27r in)g00,,2)= 1 em2 cos(O-Oo,2) (3
27r0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 36 the Bhattacharyya distance can be obtained by the following
closed-form equation: to the cluster with respect to the total number of elements in
B (p, q) =1- the training set. By exploiting the Bayes rule, the posterior
___________________________ probability p (Zi Tj) of a given model Zi can be evaluated
( (1 K +/m2 + m2 + 2m1m2 Cos (00,1 -00,2) assuming that the directions of a given path are independent
Io (ml) Io (m2)IO 2 each other. This strong assumption will be further relaxed to
(14) test the model fitness.
By means of the Bhattacharyya distance, the clustering of the After the evaluation, the desired model parameters are se-
parameter space can be performed by using k-medoids algo- lected according to the Zi value that maximizes the posterior:
rithm [22]. This is a suitable modification of the well-known nj-1
k-means algorithm which has the appreciable characteristic to p (Zi Tj) c J p (O1,j Zi = 1) p (Zi) (16)
compute as prototype of the cluster the median (correspond- 1
ing to an actual distribution) instead of the mean. In other where P(Oi,j Zi = 1) is a Von Mises distribution with the
words, at each iteration the prototype of each cluster is given parameters of the jth medoid and P(Zi) is equal to ,ui. The
by the member of the cluster at the minimum average distance parameters of the selected medoid will be hereinafter denoted
from all the other members. Each cluster then gain a prior with 00 and mi.
probability proportional to the number of elements compos- After the selection of the model, the path Tj is verified
ing it; this allows to have abnormal elements in the training against the model using the first-order Bayesian network shown
set and to probabilistically filter out outliers. in Fig. 4(b). By applying the D-separation property the prob-
ability p (Ti lS,nm factorizes as:
5.1. Path classification using Bayesian Networks
nj-1
After the training process, K medoids with the corresponding P 00,So0ir) 1 p (o1,j 01- 1,j, o0, i)
Von Mises distribution parameters are obtained. The classifi- 1=2
cation of a new path Tj is performed by a two-steps approach (17)
that first selects the best candidate model among the available The conditional probability at right-hand side of Eq. 17
medoids and subsequently tests its fitness with the observed can be decoupled in two contributions, the first coming by the
data. The model selection is obtained exploiting a Bayesian fitness of the variable 01,j (i.e., the given node of the Bayesian
network) against the selected model and the second coming
4^ml from the range of variability with respect to the the previous
observed value.
n-I / / The conditional probability p (ij 01 ij, 0o, in) becomes:
(a) First step - original (b) Second step - Bayesian network 1 em cos(0,3-On) 1m coS(01, -0l-1,j)
model 2w10 (m) 21Io (mi)
(18)
Fig. 4. Probabilistic model used. (a) reports the statistical model Expliciting the product of two Von Mises we obtain a single
used for the first step aiming at finding the best medoid to associated Von mises distribution having parameters 00 and m:
with the observed directions. (b) presents the first-order Bayesian
network used in the second step. The rounded box in (a) represents m So-01-c
a plate. 2
MAP framework that maximizes the model's parameters pos- 00 00 - (19)
terior over the observed path directions as shown in Fig. 4(a). The fitness of each testing path Tj is then evaluated by using
To perform the inference a discrete hidden variable Z is in- Eq. 17 . Since the probability p (Tj) is a fitness function
troduced. Z is a 1-of-K variable and can be represented by a evaluating how much Tj is similar to our model of "normal"
vector of binary values Zi, one for each medoid, distributed path, we exploited the reject option [19] to decide whether it
as shown in the following equation: fits or not, and, in this second case, the path is classified as
8 "abnormal".
p 8z)= HiZi (15)
i=1 6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
where ,w, is equal to the prior probabilities of the jth medoid, The presented system has been tested on different setups: in
computed by considering the number of elements belonging a public park in Reggio Emilia, Italy (Fig. 5) and in the Uni-
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versity campus in Modena, Italy. Performance comparison for consistent labeling
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Fig. 5. Examples of system working on actual cases with two
cameras. Fig. 6. Performance comparison.
In this paper we will focus on the evaluation of higher-
level modules, i.e. the consistent labeling and path classifica- collected two sets of trajectories: the first consisting of 121
tion modules. trajectories with an average length of 90 points (correspond-
The consistent labeling performance is highly correlated ing to an average stay in the scene of 20 seconds) and the
with the accuracy of the previous modules. For this reason, second of 135 trajectories with an average of 85 points (18
it has been tested on different video sequences acquired in seconds). All the trajectories have been ground-truthed by
real surveillance scenarios. Thus, tests have been performed several experts. The experts manually labeled the trajecto-
considering several video sequences acquired during ordinary ries based on the training samples and their experience, and
work days in different luminance conditions for two or three the final ground truth has been decided based on majority of
partially overlapped cameras. In acquiring the videos, no con- votes. The experts divided the trajectories into 95 abnormal
straints have been imposed on people's trajectories or behav- and 161 normal. The high number of abnormal trajectories
iors in order to test the system in actual conditions. is explained by the fact that the testing set has been balanced
Three different situations have been considered for test- to test both types of classification. The classification rate is
ing: the first refers to the case where a single person is mov- 100% for abnormal and 97.5% for normal. It is important to
ing from the field of view of a camera to another (Single), observe that the system correctly detects all the abnormal tra-
the second refers to a group of people entering in the field of jectories generating only false warnings in the case of normal
view of one camera while they have been previously detected behavior erroneously classified. Snapshots of the achieved
separated on an overlapped one (Group Enter) and finally the results with superimposed the label assigned by the classifier
last case is when two or more people are entering one cam- are reported in Fi.g 7.
era as separated while they have been already detected as a
group in the other camera (Group Inside). Among the differ-
ent videos analyzed, more than 1 hours of videos have been
manually annotated to create ground truths. The achieved re-
sults are reported in the graph of Fig. 6. This graph highlights
the performance of the system with respect to the different l
situations mentioned above (i.e., single person, group enter
and group inside). Moreover, the last graph reports the over-
all accuracy of the system. The tests compared the accuracy (a) All trajectories classified as nor- (b) Two trajectories (red objects)
with ground-plane homography only, with a Bayesian clas- mal. classified as abnormal.
sifier with forward (or backward) contribution only (i.e., it
does exploit neither priors nor backward (or forward) contri- Fig. 7. Examples of system classifying the observed trajecto-
bution), and with the complete HECOL approach. As it is ries
evident, the complete approach has a higher overall accuracy.
The videos acquired and used for testing the consistent In conclusion, this paper describes the different modules
labeling have also been used to create the training set for composing our complete system for distributed video surveil-
the path analysis module. 88 paths sufficiently long (rang- lance. At the time of this paper, the system includes a module
ing from 100 to 400 frames, with an average framerate of 5 for object detection and tracking from single fixed cameras,
fps) have been extracted and used for training the classifier, a module for consistent labeling between overlapped cam-
The testing campaign has been carried out logging two hours eras, and a module for abnormal path detection exploiting the
of video at different time during an ordinary working day. We long paths created from the set of distributed cameras. Exper-
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